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"PLO Delegation Visit to Damascus Delays, and Two 

Palestinian Refugees were Arrested while Leaving Lebanon" 

 
 

 The AGPS: 176 Palestinian Refugees Die Due to Siege and Lack of Medical 

Care in Yarmouk, Including 64 Died within a Month  

 Three Palestinian Refugees Die in Syria 

 Heavy Shelling Target the Vicinity of Khan Al Shieh Camp, and the Only 

Road was Closed 

 Clashes Broke out between Two Families in Aleppo Affect Al Nairab Camp 

 Food Aid Distribution to the Displaced Palestinians of Syria Children in 

Bidawi Camp 

 Launching the Project of Forestation the Streets of Khan Al Shieh Camp. 
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Victims 

Three victims died in Syria; they 

are: the young man “Mohammed 

Jamal Mawed,” a PLA officer died 

due to the ongoing conflict in Syria 

"Abu LouaySaadeia"  from Yarmouk 

died due to torture in the prisons of 

the Syrian Regime, and the 

Palestinian female refugee “Amna 

Hussein Amayri,” who died due to lack of nutrition and lack of medical 

care in Yarmouk. 

Meanwhile, the AGPS documentation and monitoring team indicated that 

176 people from Yarmouk died due to siege and lack of medical care, 

including 64 refugees died during January 2014. 6 refugees died during 

April 2015, 5 others died during February, 5 refugees died during March, 

and 3 died during April 2015.  

 

Recent Updates 

Palestinian media resources confirmed that the Syria Foreign Minister 

apologized about receiving the Palestinian delegation that was formed by 

the PLO executive committee. The delegation was supposed to head to 

Damascus on Monday, as the media sources indicated that the Syrian 

apology based on the confusion and contradiction that dominated the 
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PLO leadership position about dealing with the Yarmouk refugee camp 

crisis. 

Palestinian media resources confirmed that the Syria Foreign Minister 

apologized about receiving the Palestinian delegation that was formed by 

the PLO executive committee. The delegation was supposed to head to 

Damascus on Monday, as the media sources indicated that the Syrian 

apology based on the confusion and contradiction that dominated the 

PLO leadership position about dealing with the Yarmouk refugee camp 

crisis. 

For his part, Ahmed Majdalani envoy of the Palestinian Authority to 

Damascus, said: "Syria requested a postponement of the PLO delegation 

visit which was scheduled for Monday next week. Meanwhile, Syria asked 

for a postponement for a week and not refused the Palestinian delegation 

visit due to internal concerns, where there are Palestinian disagreements 

over how to get ISIS out of the Yarmouk refugee camp. Violent clashes 

broke out yesterday at Yarmouk south of the Syrian capital, Damascus at 

the northern region between Palestinian factions and ISIS groups 

alongside Al Nusra Front. 

Meanwhile, armed groups affiliated to the Syrian opposition and Aknaf 

brigades attacked headquarter of Al Nusra and ISIS at Palestine square 

south of the camp. The attack resulted in Aknaf arresting of two members 

of ISIS and Al Nusra; one of them is Abu Suhaib a security official of 

ISIS. The Syrian Security arrested the Palestinian refugees Al AlTawil 

and Ashraf Sabah Al Dali from Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus after 

they were returning back to Syria without acknowledging the place or the 

reasons of arrest. 
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Khan Al Shieh camp for Palestinian refugees was exposed to bombing by 

the Syrian Army where about 500 artillery shells and 20 explosive barrels 

targeted Khan Al Shieh, Mazare Al Abasseyya , the 137 troop and 

Zakiatwon sides, the Syrian Army fired lightning bombs at the vicinity of 

Al Fawj area. 

 
Khan Al Shieh camp 

The events came after the sudden attack of the Syrian Opposition on the 

location of the Syrian Army 137 and violent clashes broke out between 

the Syrian Army and the Opposition then the Syrian Army targeted the 

area with explosive barrels and rockets. 

Zakia road Khan Al Shieh was closed due to the bombing and the clashes 

which prevented the residents of Khan Al Sheih to return back and they 

stayed at Zakia town where the residents of Zakia gave help to Khan Al 

Shieh people till they return back. It is referred that Zakia Khan Al Shieh 

Road is the only road that connect the camp with the adjacent areas and 

it is always targeted with bombing and fire shooting which prevent the 
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residents to get out and return back in addition to the prevention of the 

food and aid entry which increased the suffering of the camp’s residents. 

In a similar context the AGPS correspondent reported that Al Nairab 

camp for Palestinian refugees in Aleppo witnessed a huge security 

tension due to the clashes between the residents of Al Nairab village and 

the residents of Tal Shoeeb area, which led to the death of 4 people from 

both sides. The residents put checkpoints between the roads of the two 

villages and a checkpoint was built at Al Nairab camp because it is 

located between the two areas. The corresponded said that Al Quds 

brigade members cleaned the checkpoint and discharged the members of 

the checkpoint and they refused to leave and fired bullets in the air and 

threatened to fire the passers of the camp and the correspondent referred 

to that the problem was solved after the interference of the officer who is 

responsible for Al Nairab Military Airport.  

In Hama, the residents of Al Aedin camp for Palestinian refugees 

concentrated on the security and economy sides. The youth of the camp 

live in a worry and fear of arrest state due to the spread of several 

Regular Army checkpoints inside and outside of the camp, which 

prompted many youth to leave the camp specially who are in the age of 

the compulsory military service. In terms of economy, the residents 

complain of the unemployment spread due to the tensed security situation 

which affected the camp and most of the residents lost their jobs and they 

became completely dependent on the relief aid that is distributed once in 

a while.   
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Civil Work Committees 

Under the slogan "we plant life despite death," Palestine Charity 

Committee launched the forestation streets of Khan Al Shieh camp, as 

team of volunteer shave cleaned the main street, and distributed water to 

the people of the camp. 

It is noteworthy that, in the beginning of the events in Syria, relief 

organizations and institutions working in the Palestinian refugee camps 

in Syria, including Palestine Charity Committee, had prominent role in 

embracing and receive arrivals and these associations became working 

to alleviate the suffering and provide relief services to them. 

 
Forestation streets of Khan Al Shieh camp  

Lebanon 

Palestinians of Syria Committee in Lebanon in collaboration with the 

Medical Care clinic in Beddawi camp, distributed yesterday 110 backs of 

baby milk to children who are year and above to the displaced 

Palestinian refugees from Syria to Lebanon. 

The number Palestinian refugees who are displaced from Syria to 

Lebanon has reached around (51.300) refugees who suffer of difficult 
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living conditions, where they complain of stressful economic crises as a 

result of unemployment and the lack of a steady income, in addition to 

their unstable legal in Lebanon as a result of laws established by the 

Lebanese authorities, in addition to the UNRWA’s aid reducing. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 27/4/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 660 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 740 days, water was cut for 230 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

176 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 

Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA statistics 

till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 560 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 531 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 733 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 
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 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 376 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


